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November 1st Sunday Rune and Card Reading 

 

 

Reading no. 1 – Honey Calcite. 

Honey Calcite is a stone of leadership. It is said to raise our vibration and enhances our ability to walk the path of 

the Spiritual Warrior, aligning with truth, honesty and courage.  

The energy of this stone helps us to overcome obstacles and aids our recovery from any kind of abusive or toxic 

situation. Personally, I find that it emanates a sense of solidness, durability and resilience, which enables me to 

remain grounded, particularly during times of accelerated growth and upheaval. 

I have always associated Honey Calcite with the Archangel Gabriel. ‘Gabriel’ in Hebrew literally means ‘God is my 

Strength’. Known as the Archangel of revelation and communication, Archangel Gabriel speaks of the truth and 

helps us to overcome Fear and rise into the truest and best version of ourselves. 

 

Reading no. 2 – Citrine. 

Citrine is known as THE stone of Abundance! Carrying this Crystal is said to keep energy channels open for 

receiving wealth and abundance in all areas of our lives. This stunning little crystal point is said to cleanse any 

inner negative attitudes and beliefs that may be holding us back from manifesting our desires. 

For me it seems to just radiate source energy, almost lighting up the room! 

I find that its dynamic and yet gentle lift my spirit, energy ups my motivation and seems to keep me on an even 

keel when moving into new ventures or at times when I need to persevere and keep my mind focused on my 

intentions.  

 

Reading no.3 – Carnelian. 

Carnelian has to be one of my most favorite Raw Crystals! For me, it is one of those Crystals that does exactly 

what is says on the tin! 

The energy of Carnelian is said to restore vitality and bring motivation. Stimulating creativity, it promotes positive 

life choices. A powerful crystal of vibrant energy, it is said to bring courage and create a mindset that motivates 

for success. 

If you need energy to begin a project or strength and durability to see you through to the finish line, or indeed if 

you are someone who struggles with a debilitating inner critic that inhibits your perseverance, then this dynamic 

crystal could become a great friend and ally to you. 

 


